Unlock the Value of Office 365.
Become More Productive.
Realize your Potential.
Research tells us that 50% of digital productivity tools are wasted, and on top
of that, 75% of training and 70% of change management attempts fail to
create lasting change. There is a familiar cry for help: "We buy all this great
stuff, but what now? Where do we go from here?“
We have a better way: Digital Enablement that is platform based and
supports a continuous system of measurement, personalization, and
engagement.

What is the Nulia Works Platform?
The Nulia Works platform guides end users to attain and maintain digital
productivity skills with data-driven insights. We measure success by doing—
this is the foundation for driving personalized skill development and ongoing
behavioral change in the flow of work.

Why Digital Enablement?

• Gets users using their
Office 365 suites

• Develops skills by doing,
not passively learning
• Integrates into the flow of
work, saving time and
money

Unlock Office 365 Value

Boost Productivity,

Digital Enablement

at Massive Scale

Create Digital Heroes

In the Flow of Work

•

Across job functions

•

•

•

Across departments and
industries

Enable organization-wide digital
productivity

Always-on engagement at the
moment of need

•

Build user confidence and drive
change that lasts

•

Seamlessly integrates into the
workday without disruption

•

Measure success by doing, not by
consuming information

•

Continually evolving with
business requirements

•

Across applications

Enable the ROI promise of your
digital productivity suites

Overcome resistance & embrace
technology to the fullest

Continuous system of measurement,
personalization, & engagement

“The Nulia Works platform is the big missing piece overlooked by our industry.”
- Anthony Chiappetta, CEO, AMC Solutions
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The Nulia Works platform gets users using their Office 365 suites
to become more productive on a continuous and sustained basis.
Measure & Evaluate

Join the Digital Enablement
movement.

Powered by data intelligence

•

Tracks progress on skills and outcomes, providing personalized
and organizational analyses of usage

•

Captures your unique needs based on actual measurable
behaviors

•

Provides progressive levels of mastery: User, Producer, & Master

Our promise to you

We bridge the gap between the
perceived promise of digital
productivity suites and actual digital
productivity, unlocking trapped
value by getting users using.

Personalize & Guide
Powered by AI, ML, and Bots
•

View full skill development overviews with targeted
recommendations based on profiles and persona

•

Provides users with highly tailored activities, skills, outcomes and
pace

•

Always on 24/7 engagement that meets you where you are

Join us:
•

Sales@Nulia.cloud

Engage & Reward
Powered by the experience engine

•

Provides support and encouragement

•

Motivates by unlocking achievements

•

Earn industry recognized badges

Digital Enablement is a Must Have
for Every Business
•

Buying productivity suites is just not
enough

•

Traditional training, adoption and
change management
do not work

•

Digital Enablement unlocks the
maximum ROI

Why Nulia Works?
Our mission is to unlock the value of organizations’ Office 365 suites, driving skills development and behavioral
change in the flow of work. The Nulia Works platform works in conjunction with other more traditional
Microsoft-curated training and change management practices. The difference is that true digital enablement is
platform based, scalable, data-driven, and personalized.
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